Introduction 20
Self-fertilization has evolved many times independently in plants and animals (Goodwillie et al. 21 2005, Jarne and Auld 2006). Despite frequent transitions from outcrossing to self-fertilization, 22
highly selfing populations are relatively rare in nature and relegated at the tips of phylogenies 23 (Stebbins 1957, Igic and Kohn 2006) . Stebbins (1957) proposed that highly selfing species suffer 24 from low rates of adaptation and are more prone to extinction; classically called the 'dead end' 25 hypothesis. Population genetics theory provides insights into why selfing is a dead end. Selfing 26 reduces the effective population size, N e , which diminishes the efficacy of selection. Under 27 neutrality, N e is reduced two-fold in obligately selfing populations because gametes are not 28 sampled independently (Pollak 1987 ). In addition, but perhaps more importantly, high 29 homozygosity in selfing populations reduces the effectiveness of recombination and can further 30
reduce N e due to linked selection effects (Nordborg 1997 , Roze 2016 . Explicit contrasts of 31 selfing and outcrossing species confirm lower rates of adaptation and higher rates of deleterious 32 mutation accumulation in both theory (Glemin and While both reduced rates of adaptation and higher rates of deleterious mutation 39 accumulation may contribute to extinction, our focus here is on better understanding the latter. 40
Though existing theory makes it clear that deleterious mutations accumulate more readily in 41 highly selfing populations, this literature does not aim to provide insight into the types of genes 42 most likely to degrade or the types of environmental circumstances that might hasten genomic 43 degradation. Here we investigate how loci that experience fluctuations in intensity (but not 44 direction) affect deleterious mutation accumulation in highly selfing populations. As described 45 below, fluctuations in selection intensity affect fixation probabilities in both outcrossing and 46 selfing species but we focus on the latter because deleterious mutation accumulation is, in 47 general, expected to be much more prevalent in selfers. 48
There is abundant evidence that selection is environmentally sensitive in natural and in 49 laboratory experiments (Leimu and We examine selection that is always negative (or zero) but fluctuates in intensity (but not 82 direction) in a system with strong linked selection due to selfing. Interference between 83 deleterious mutations leads to mutation accumulation in asexual and highly selfing populations 84 (Muller 1932 , Haigh 1978 , 1997 , Kamran-Disfani and 85
Agrawal 2014). However, little is known about selective interference when some loci experience 86 fluctuations in selection intensity. In a related study, Wardlaw and Agrawal (2012) found that 87
If mutations at F-loci are assumed to be conditionally neutral (as in the base model), both 159 F-loci sets experience fluctuations in selection between 0 and s max with the same !. Each 160 generation, the environment remains in the same state with probability f. With probability, 1-f, 161 the environment is randomly selected among four possible states: {s f1 (t) = s max , s f2 (t) = s max }, 162 {s f1 (t) = s max , s f2 (t) = 0}, {s f1 (t) = 0, s f2 (t) = s max }, {s f1 (t) = 0, s f2 (t) = 0} with probabilities ϕ 2 +d, 163
selective states between sets F1 and F2. We also examined simulations with sets F1 and F2 in 165 which selection fluctuates over time following an exponential distribution; selection between sets 166 F1 and F2 was made to be either completely correlated, independent or negatively correlated (ρ = 167 1, 0, -0.645, respectively; detailed in Supplementary file Part 2). 168
169

Simulations with beneficial mutations 170
Lastly, we extended the base model by allowing beneficial mutations to occur at C-loci with a 171 genome wide rate of U b , assuming U b << U. We estimated the fixation probability for a new 172 beneficial mutation as the number of beneficial fixations divided by the expected number of 173 beneficials that were introduced (i.e., N * U b * number of generations). 174
Results
176
at a locus experiencing temporal fluctuations in the intensity of negative selection, denoted as Pf. 180
These predictions are useful for interpreting the results of our multi-locus simulations. If 181 selection fluctuates temporally between two selection coefficients s = {0, smax} with equal 182 frequency (ϕ = 0.5), we can make simple predictions for Pf in the limiting cases where selection 183 fluctuates very often or very rarely. In the first case, selection fluctuates so often that a new 184 mutation will experience many periods of neutrality and strong selection before fixation and thus 185 experiences its expected (geometric) average fitness. We predict that Pf would be similar to the 186 fixation probability under time constant selection with s!=!!!=!1-(1-smax) 0.5 ; we denote this 187 prediction as ! ! . In the second case, selection fluctuates so rarely that a new mutation is almost 188 certain to be lost or fixed before selection changes. The expected fixation probability is then ! = 189 (0.5) 1/(2N) + (0.5) ! ! !"# , where 1/(2N) is the fixation probability for a neutral mutation (s = 0) 190 and ! ! !"# is the fixation probability when s!= smax. 191 Given these two limiting cases, we make two predictions regarding Pf. Because the 192 fixation probability for a new deleterious mutation is a convex function of s ( Fig. S1a ; Kimura 193 1962) , it follows that ! > ! ! (via Jensen's inequality) and we predict Pf to lie within the 194 boundaries represented by the limiting cases of ! and ! ! (i.e.,!! ≥ Pf ≥ ! ! ; Fig. S1b, c) . Second, 195 as ! increases, ! ! decays quickly and asymptotes at 0 while ! decays more slowly and 196 asymptotes at 1/(4N) (Fig. S1b ) so there is a larger proportional change in ! ! than ! with respect 197 to changes in ! (Fig. S1e) . This means that ! ! is more sensitive to changes in s max than !; we 198 predict Pf to be intermediate in its sensitivity to changes in ! (Fig. S1b, e) . We see a similar 199 pattern when changing the population size, N. If we hold ! constant, we observe that ! ! is more 200 sensitive to changes in N compared to Pf!and!! (Fig. S1c, d, f) . (assuming both loci experience the same !). Thus, we predict fixation rates at F-loci to be higher 208 than that of C-loci (because Pf > ! ! ). We also predict fixation rates at F-loci to be less sensitive 209 to changes in ! and N e than fixation rates at C-loci. 210
211
Temporal autocorrelaition in selection 212
Our heuristic model implies that the fixation probability of mutations should depend on 213 the temporal autocorrelation of selection, f, (i.e., P f → ! as f → 1 and P f → ! ! as f → 0). We 214 confirmed this in our multi-locus model of highly selfing populations (Fig. S3, S4 ); Wardlaw and 215 found similar results for the deleterious fixation rate in obligately asexual 216 populations. Rather than further exploring the effects of f on fixation rates, we assume that 217 selection undergoes moderate degrees of temporal autocorrelation (f = 0.95, ϕ = 0.5) such that 218 the correlation in selection between time points separated by 1, 10, and 100 generations is 0.95, 219 0.60, and 0.006, and the average run length between switches in the environment is ~40 220
generations. This regime elevates fixation rates at loci under fluctuating loci, but is moderate in 221 its effects; fixation rates can be much higher with higher values of f and lower values of ϕ ( for both C-and F-loci, but the effect is stronger for the latter ( Fig. 1 ) The fact that per locus 233 fixation rates vary with p f indicates that changing the density of F-loci in the genome alters the 234 effects of linked selection on both F-and C-loci. When less than half the genome consists of F-235 loci (p f < 0.5), increasing p f generally elevates fixation rates at both C-and F-loci and, thereby, 236 the genome-wide average fixation rate. At high mutation rates (U = 1) further increasing p f 237 reduces fixation rates for genomes that contain more than 50% F-loci (Fig. 1a) . As it seems 238 unlikely that a high fraction of loci experience strong fluctuations in selection, the results for p f < 239 0.5 are the most biologically relevant. 240
When mutation rates are lower (so absolute fixation rates are lower), the effect of 241 fluctuating selection on the relative fixation rate is more dramatic for both C-and F-loci. For the 242 parameter sets examined in Fig. 1 , the inclusion of F-loci maximally increases genome-wide 243 fixation rate by a factor of 1.38 vs. 2.42 at the high and low mutation rate, respectively. This 244 effect of mutation rate holds in simulations using other values of autocorrelation f and frequency 245 of selection ϕ and in obligately selfing populations (Fig. S4, S5 ). Although the relative impact of 246 fluctuating selection is larger at lower mutation rates, in the remaining sections we focus on 247 results from high mutation rates (U = 1) because simulations at lower mutation rates require 248 much longer runs to obtain accurate estimates of fixation rates. (Fig. 1a) . If so, fixation rates should be 262 equal for simulations with different values of p f if they experienced the same N e . To test this, we 263 ran additional simulations changing the census population size, N, of the simulations to raise or 264
lower N e for a given value of p f . (We observe that N e is not linearly related to N (Fig. 2b) As predicted from the heuristic model, the fixation rate of deleterious mutations at F-loci is 295 always greater than that for C-loci within all mixed genomes (Figs. 1, 2c, d ). This bias is clearly 296 stronger when selection fluctuates in ways that directly increase fixation rates at F-loci (i.e., 297 larger f and smaller ϕ; Figs. 3a, S4) . Moreover, this bias is affected by the 'traditional' 298 parameters affecting mutation accumulation such as the strength of selection (!), the mutation 299 rate (U) and the population size (N). To examine how this bias depends on aspects of selection, 300
we performed simulations where half the genome consist of F-loci (p f = 0.5) with an average 301 selection strength of s c = ! = {0.005, 0.025, 0.05}. The bias in fixations at F-loci increases with ! 302 as stronger selection reduces fixation rates at C-loci relatively more than at F-loci (Fig. 3b) . 303
These results can be interpreted in light of the heuristic model that predicts F-loci will be less 304 sensitive than C-loci to increases in !: mutations at F-loci can accumulate during episodes where 305 selection is weak regardless of how large s max becomes in episodes when selection is strong. 306
Overall, conditions that slow down mutation accumulation, such as stronger ! (Fig. 3) , lower U 307 (Figs. 4, S4 , S14b), larger N (Fig. S9) , and less selfing (Fig. S10) reduce fixation rates at C-loci 308 more so than at F-loci, increasing the relative contribution of F-loci to total mutation 309 accumulation; see In the previous sections, we assumed that all F-loci simultaneously respond to the same 361 environmental factor that fluctuates in time. As the simplest way to relax this assumption, we 362 allow for two equally sized sets of F-loci (F1, F2) that respond to two separate environmental 363 factors. The two environmental factors may fluctuate in perfect synchrony, causing a complete 364 correlation in selective states between loci within F1 and F2 (ρ = 1), which is equivalent to the 365 base model. Alternatively, the two environment factors fluctuate in anti-synchrony, causing a 366 negative correlation in selective states between F1 and F2 (ρ = -1). We perform simulations for a 367 range of different values of ρ, the correlation in selective states between set F1 and F2. 368
The environmental correlation ρ has little effect on the fixation rates of C-and F-loci 369 when the genome consists of mostly C-loci (p f ≤ 0.5); ρ is negatively related to fixation rate 370 when the genome consists of mostly F-loci, making our base model (ρ = 1) conservative in this 371 respect (Fig. 6a) ; obligately selfing populations are less insensitive to changes in ρ (Fig. S12) . 372
We observe qualitatively similar effects of ρ when selection between the two groups is 373 exponentially distributed in time (Figs. 6b, S12, S13 ). In sum, under biologically realistic ranges 374 of p f (i.e., p f < 0.5), fixation rates do not appear to be strongly dependent on how fluctuations in 375 selection are correlated between two equally sized sets of F-loci. 376 377 compared to that of F-loci (Table 1) , consistent with our heuristic model. Recall that comparing 404 fixation rates at F-loci and C-loci is similar to comparing Pf and ! ! , respectively, and ! ! is 405
proportionally more sensitive to changes in N and s compared to P f (Fig. S1e, f) . Because an 406 increase in s b causes a decrease in N e (Table 1) , we expect C-loci (! ! ) to be more sensitive to this 407 change than F-loci (Pf). 408
Because the F-locus rate without beneficials is larger than the C-locus rate, the fact that 409 the absolute increase in the deleterious fixation rate caused by beneficials is larger for F-loci than 410 C-loci is obscured by only looking at their "proportional increase". This is clearer by taking a 411 second perspective in which we calculate the average number of additional fixed deleterious 412 mutations per fixed beneficial (Table S3) . When the beneficial effect size is larger than 413 deleterious (s b = 0.05, 0.08), each beneficial that fixes is responsible for, on average, less than 414 one additional deleterious fixation but these are not evenly distributed between F-and C-loci. F-415 loci are only 25% as abundant as C-loci (i.e., p f = 0.2), but the number of additional fixed 416 deleterious F-alleles per fixed beneficial is more than 25% the number of additional fixed 417 deleterious C-alleles. From this perspective, F-loci experience stronger interference from 418 beneficials, in an absolute sense, than do C-loci even though C-loci experience a greater 419 proportional interference effect than F-loci (Table 1) . 420 Table 1 contribute disproportionately to total mutation accumulation depends on aspects of 442 environmental heterogeneity. The bias is stronger with increasing temporal autocorrelation in 443 selection, f, and when selection is concentrated into rarer but more intense episodes (low values 444 of φ), holding ! constant (Fig. S3, S4, S14 ). This bias also becomes stronger with changes to 445 "traditional" parameters that lower the overall rate of mutation accumulation, i.e., higher values 446 of ! or N as well as lower values of U (Fig. 3, 4, S8, S9 ). In sum, fluctuating selection can 447 increase the rate of mutation accumulation in highly selfing populations by several fold and the 448 loci under fluctuating selection contribute disproportionately to mutational decline. These 449 conclusions appear qualitatively robust to the exact nature of fluctuations (Fig. 5, 6 , S12, S13). 450
In our model, deleterious mutations fix as a consequence of selective interference 451 between linked sites. Supporting this, simulations with the same parameter values but at higher 452 rates of outcrossing (S ≤ 0.9) fix few to no mutations (Table S1) In genomes containing a mix of F-and C-loci, F-loci have inherently higher rates of 461 fixation but also tend to increase fixation rates at C-loci and other F-loci as illustrated in Fig. 1  462 where increasing the fraction of F-loci in the genome increases the per-locus fixation rates at 463 both C-and F-loci (for 0 < p f < 0.5). This indicates that F-loci cause more selective interference 464
(with both C-and F-loci) than C-loci. Similarly, we found that deleterious mutations at F-loci 465 reduce fixation rates of beneficials more than deleterious mutations at C-loci do (Table 1, S2) . 466
Previous work in asexual populations where selection is constant over time but varies among loci 467
shows that interference from strongly deleterious alleles increase fixation of more weakly 468 deleterious alleles Charlesworth 2001, Soderberg and Berg 2007) . From this we can 469 infer that strong interference caused by F-loci occurs during periods when selection is strong, 470 s f (t) = s max > s c . However, during periods where s f (t) = 0, F-loci do not cause interference. Given 471 the observed net increase in fixation rate at C-loci, we infer that the increased interference when 472 selection at F-loci is strong (s f (t) = s max ) outweighs the reduced interference when selection is 473 weak (s f (t) = 0). On the other hand, we observed that strongly selected beneficials interfered 474 more strongly with deleterious alleles at C-loci than at F-loci in terms of the proportional change 475 in their fixation rates (Table 1) . Viewing interference from the beneficials as a reduction in N e , 476 the result above is consistent with the heuristic model prediction that fixation probabilities for F-477 loci are less sensitive to N e than for C-loci. 478
Indeed the effect of selective interference on fixation rates can be interpreted as resulting 479 from a reduction in the effective population size in some cases (Hill and Robertson 1966, 480 McVean and Charlesworth 2000, Gordo and Charlesworth 2002) . We observed that per locus 481 fixation rates varied as a function of p f for both C-and F-loci (Fig. 1) . In the range where p f was 482 not too large (0 < p f ≤ 0.5), fixation rates for each locus type (F and C) were nearly equal for 483 different values of p f when we adjusted N to obtain similar N e values (Fig. 2) . Because neutral 484 diversity (used to infer N e ) and fixation rates are similarly affected by selective interference 485 within this range of p f values, we conclude that selective interference in this regime can be 486 thought of as causing a reduction in N e . Good et al. (2014) showed that in asexual populations 487 experiencing selective interference the variance in fitness explains neutral diversity much better 488 than the N e expected under deterministic mutation-selection balance. However, the time-489 averaged variance in fitness did not explain the variation in fixation rates in relation to p f better 490 than our diversity-based estimates of N e (Fig. S7) . 491
Neither N e nor the variance in fitness can account for the variation in fixation rates when 492 most loci undergo fluctuating selection (p f > 0.5). Others have noted that the effects of selective 493 interference on fixation rates cannot always be captured through N e . A sweep of a strongly 494 beneficial mutation differentially affects neutral diversity and fixation probability at a linked 495 weakly beneficial mutation (Stephan et al. 1992 , Barton 1994 . Fluctuating selection may have 496 some sweep-like properties because genotypes favoured during the selective period (s f (t) = s max ) 497 can be different from those favoured during the neutral period (s f (t) = 0) due to the shift in the 498 relative importance of F-and C-loci in determining fitness. Recurrent sweeps of highly fit 499 genotypes caused by changing selective environments may represent another dynamical process 500 that differentially affects fixation probability at selected loci and genetic drift at linked neutral 501 loci (Comeron et al. 2008) . 502
There are several questions in assessing the relevance of our model to natural systems. As 503 highlighted in the Introduction, numerous lab studies show selection on mutations varies in 504 strength across the environmental conditions. However, we do not know the extent to which this 505 variation occurs in nature. Further, we have no estimate of the proportion of loci in the genome 506 that experiences fluctuating selection, p f . Excluding mutations causing intrinsic lethality, we 507 speculate that almost every locus experiences temporal change in selection strength as it seems 508 implausible selection strength is exactly the same in all conditions. However, for many loci, Whitlock 2012). That said, our model predicts that mutations accumulate disproportionately at 535 loci experiencing fluctuating selection. We might expect that populations are driven to extinction 536 when deleterious mutations fix at loci required for surviving rare but severe climatic events. 537
Prior to extinction, the central prediction is that F-loci contribute disproportionately to mutation 538 accumulation. In reality, this would be challenging to test because it would be difficult to 539 categorize the genome into F-and C-loci. Even if one did so (perhaps based on plasticity in 540 expression), it would be extremely difficult to identify subsets of loci from each category that 541 have comparable average selection strengths. 542
We focused on the mutation accumulation in highly selfing populations but the dynamics 543 of deleterious mutations can affect the evolution of the selfing rate itself. Muller's ratchet begins turning at high rates. Because the presence of F-loci in the genome 549 increases the deleterious fixation rate, it is natural to ask whether it also affects the evolution of 550 selfing. In Supplementary File Part 4, we briefly explored this by allowing selfing rates to evolve 551 in our model. We found that the equilibrium level of selfing was similar if F-loci are present (p f = 552 0.25) or absent (p f = 0), even though deleterious fixation rates are higher if F-loci are present. 553
Highly selfing species appear to be prone to extinction though we lack a detailed 554 understanding of how this occurs. Our work indicates fluctuations in the strength of purifying 555 selection can be an important contributor to this process. The results presented may 556 underestimate the relative importance given that we observe stronger effects under lower 557 mutation rates (Fig. 1, S13, S14 ). Even if rare in the genome, loci experiencing fluctuating 558 selection make a disproportionately larger contribution to mutation accumulation and fitness 559 decline than loci under constant selection. Moreover, mutation accumulation at such loci may 560 make selfing species particularly susceptible to extinction to rare environmental conditions 561 where the functions of such loci are particularly important. Although detecting and measuring 562 the fitness impact of loci under fluctuating selection will be empirically challenging, our results 563 demonstrate a plausible parameter space where fluctuating selection can strongly impact the 564 mutation accumulation in highly selfing species. 565 566 567
